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The nonrecombining portion of the human Y chromosome has
proven to be a valuable tool for the study of population history.
The maintenance of extended haplotypes characteristic of particular geographic regions, despite extensive admixture, allows complex demographic events to be deconstructed. In this study we
report the frequencies of 23 Y-chromosome biallelic polymorphism
haplotypes in 1,935 men from 49 Eurasian populations, with a
particular focus on Central Asia. These haplotypes reveal traces of
historical migrations, and provide an insight into the earliest
patterns of settlement of anatomically modern humans on the
Eurasian continent. Central Asia is revealed to be an important
reservoir of genetic diversity, and the source of at least three major
waves of migration leading into Europe, the Americas, and India.
The genetic results are interpreted in the context of Eurasian
linguistic patterns.

H

uman population genetics uses the distribution of genetic
markers in extant human populations to gain an insight into
demographic and migrational history. Population studies of
protein (‘‘classical’’) polymorphisms, HLA variation, and mitochondrial DNA have all contributed greatly to our understanding of human origins and early dispersals (1). New molecular
biological techniques, including surveys of autosomal microsatellite diversity (2) and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
haplotypes (3, 4) have revealed similar patterns. The genetic
evidence has consistently pointed to a recent common origin in
Africa, with subsequent dispersal(s) of modern humans throughout the rest of the world.
Recently, diversity on the nonrecombining portion of the Y
chromosome (NRY) has been applied to the study of human
history (5, 6). Two features of the NRY make it particularly well
suited for these investigations. First, like mtDNA, it is passed
from parent to offspring (in this case, father to son) without the
‘‘shuffling’’ effect of recombination; this allows the evolution
and retention of a wide variety of stable haplotypes with varying
ages, related through a clear, stepwise mutational process. The
second feature is the highly specific geographic pattern of NRY
variation: NRY diversity within populations is lower than that
seen for other markers, and variation among populations is
higher (7). Thus, the Y chromosome provides anthropologists
and geneticists with an extremely powerful tool for historical and
demographic studies.
The ease with which recently described biallelic NRY markers
(8) can be typed and assigned to haplotypes promises to reveal
many details of human history that were unclear from the
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analysis of other genetic markers. In particular, the Y data may
shed some light on the path(s) followed by anatomically modern
humans after they left Africa and settled other continents. In this
paper we present the analysis of 23 NRY biallelic polymorphisms
in a sample of 1,935 men from 49 Eurasian populations. These
results are compared with data from other populations in an
effort to reconstruct the history of early human migrations in
Eurasia, as well as more recent events in the region of Central
Asia.
Methods
Samples. Samples were collected from healthy adult men, pri-

marily during three expeditions in 1996, 1998, and 2000 (see
http:兾兾popgen.well.ox.ac.uk兾eurasia for details). Informed consent was obtained from all donors. We made an effort to sample
a variety of linguistic groups, including those speaking languages
belonging to the Afro-Asiatic, Indo-European, Dravidian, South
Caucasian, North Caucasian, Altaic, Uralic, and Sino-Tibetan
language families. The Sourashtran, Yadhava, and Kallar samples were collected as described elsewhere (S.S., R.S.W., K.B.,
and R.P., unpublished work). The Nenets, Northern Russian,
Pomor, and Saami samples were collected in 1996 and 1998, the
Tuvinian in 1996, and the Orkney samples in 1994. For some
samples, cell lines were prepared by Epstein–Barr virus transformation of peripheral blood leukocytes. For most, however,
blood was collected by venipuncture, and the red cells were lysed
by two rounds of osmotic shock and centrifugation in 115 mM
NH4Cl. The resulting white cell pellet was resuspended in a white
cell lysis buffer (100 mM Tris䡠CL, pH 7.6兾50 mM NaCl兾40 mM
EDTA, pH 8.0兾0.2% SDS兾0.5% sodium azide), rendering the
DNA stable for several weeks under field conditions. After
returning to the laboratory, the DNA was purified by using a
standard salting-out procedure (9).
Genotyping. The polymorphisms typed in this study are shown in

Table 1 and in the supplemental data (Tables 2 and 3), which are
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Table 1. Y-chromosome haplotype frequencies in 49 Eurasian populations, listed according to geographic region

published on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org; the nomenclature is that of Underhill et al. (8), and marker details are
available on dbSNP (http:兾兾www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov兾SNP). The
polymorphism M3, not found in our samples, was typed by using
dHPLC with the analysis conditions described (10). YAP was
typed by using the method of Hammer and Horai (11). All other
polymorphisms were typed by using allele-specific PCR, with
primers designed to amplify only in the presence of the particular
polymorphism; the primer sets are given in Table 3. PCR
reactions were carried out in a 10 l reaction volume, containing
10 pmol of each primer, 30 ng of genomic DNA, 0.2 units
AmpliTaq Gold (Perkin–Elmer), 175 M of each dNTP, 1X
AmpliTaq Gold PCR buffer, and 2.3 mM MgCl2. Primers were
optimized to allow the use of the following cycling conditions for
all markers: 95° for 10 min, followed by 29 cycles of 95° for 30s,
62° for 30s, and 72° for 30s, followed by a 10 min extension at
72°. Products were resolved by gel electrophoresis or alkalinemediated differential interaction (AMDI) (12).
An evolutionarily redundant typing strategy was used, based
Wells et al.

on the relationships presented by Underhill et al. (8); ‘‘ancestral’’
and ‘‘derived’’ states were determined from comparisons to
non-human primate sequences. Every sample was analyzed in a
‘‘first round’’ typing plate containing all primer sets for the
following markers: M20A (primers specific for the ancestral
state), M9G, M17del, M45A, M89T, RPS4YT, M173C, and
M175del (all specific for the derived state). Thus, an M20G
derived sample would show no band for the M20A ancestral
primer set, but would show bands for the M9G and M89T
derived sets. All subsequent typing for further resolution (‘‘subtyping’’) was carried out with the most evolutionarily derived
marker from the first round, as well as additional primer sets
specific for the new markers. For example, individuals typed as
M89T in the first round would be further subtyped for M52C,
M170C, and M172G, in addition to M89T (see Table 2). Positive
and negative control samples were included on each subtyping
plate. This typing strategy was possible because of the absolute
conservation of evolutionary relationships among the haplotypes, and the method was confirmed by testing 170 samples
PNAS 兩 August 28, 2001 兩 vol. 98 兩 no. 18 兩 10245
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Haplotypes are defined in Table 2.

Fig. 1. Geographic distribution of Y-chromosome haplotypes in selected Eurasian populations. Evolutionarily related haplotypes were combined to clarify their
display. Colors are those shown in Table 1.

previously typed by dHPLC and sequencing (8), including at
least one example of each haplotype presented here. No samples
in this study had haplotypes other than those shown in Table 1.
For dating the biallelic lineages, the following microsatellites
were analyzed in a subset of the samples containing the lineages
of interest: DYS19, DYS388, DYS389I, DYS390, DYS391,
DYS392, and DYS395. These were typed on an Applied Biosystems 373 or 377 as described (13).
Analysis. Haplotype assignments were made based on the typing
results and the evolutionary relationship of the markers. As
described above, haplotypes were named for their most derived
marker, because markers were added during the course of the
study and will continue to be added in the future as additional
polymorphisms are discovered. Haplotype frequencies and diversities [heterozygosity multiplied by n兾(n ⫺ 1); ref. 14] were
calculated in Microsoft EXCEL, and the tree analysis was carried
out with the GENDIST, SEQBOOT, NEIGHBOR, and CONSENSE
programs of PHYLIP (15).
For estimating the age of a haplotype-defining biallelic polymorphism, the equation t ⫽ ⫺Neln(1 ⫺ V兾Ne) was used (16).
This equation was derived from the single step mutation model
for a haploid population assuming constant population size,
where Ne is the effective population size, V is the variance of
repeat numbers in the population, and  is the mutation rate. If
the population goes through a strong bottleneck event followed
by a rapid population expansion, it can be shown that this
formula is still approximately valid (16). Following Semino et al.
(17), we used Ne ⫽ 4,500 and  ⫽ 0.0011. For each haplotype,
the average V over all loci was used for the age estimate. The
results for DYS388 were excluded from the analysis because it
appears to have undergone at least one multistep mutation (on
the lineage ancestral to M172, such that all M172 haplotypes
contain higher numbers of DYS388 repeats).

Results
Y chromosome haplotype frequencies are shown in Table 1.
Central Asian populations show the highest haplotype diversity
10246 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.171305098

for the markers studied here, particularly the Uzbeks, Uighurs,
and Karakalpaks, which have very evenly distributed haplotype
frequencies.
The haplotype frequencies in selected populations are shown
graphically in Fig. 1, with related haplotypes combined into
common colors. Data for Basque, Japanese, Middle Eastern,
Macedonian, Greek, Cambodian兾Laotian, Chinese, Taiwanese,
Czech兾Slovak, Turkish, Ukrainian, and Hunza populations were
taken from the literature (8, 17). There are several frequency
variations across Eurasia. The first is that of the M89 lineages
(including M89, M170, and M172), which distinguishes between
the western and eastern extremes of the continent. It is noteworthy that M172 is a major subset of the 12f2 8kb allele, which
has been attributed to the spread of farming from the Near East
(6, 17). The M130 haplotypes (M130 ⫹ M48) show another
pattern, from a maximum in Northeast Asia (e.g., Mongolia), to
lower in the south and west. The M45 haplotypes (M45 ⫹ M124)
show a maximum in Central Asia, with much lower frequencies
in Europe, the Middle East, and East Asia. The haplotype
defined by M173, at highest frequency in Western Europe
(particularly in Basque and British populations), is found at
much lower frequency throughout Central Asia and the Middle
East. Finally, the M17 haplotypes (M17 ⫹ M87) are found at
high frequency in Russia, Ukraine, the Czech兾Slovak Republics,
and throughout Central Asia, but are rare in East Asia and
Western Europe.
The neighbor-joining tree (Fig. 2) shows several population
clusters defined by branches from a central point. Cluster I is
composed primarily of European populations, all characterized
by high frequencies of the M173 haplotype. Cluster II contains
Middle Eastern populations (Turks, Lebanese, and Iranians), as
well as populations from the Caucasus, with some suggestion of
a separate branch for the Iranian兾Samarkand, Turkish, Kazbegi,
and Azeri populations. Cluster III contains the Tuvinian and
Nenets populations. Cluster IV is an East Asian cluster, distinguished by high frequencies of M122, M119, M174, and M130.
Cluster V contains populations united by high frequencies of
Wells et al.

Fig. 2. Neighbor-joining tree of 61 Eurasian populations, based on Y-chromosome biallelic haplotype frequencies. Nei genetic distances were used in a
neighbor-joining analysis. Internal numbers are bootstrap values (1000 replicates); values less than 200 are not shown. Roman numerals denote population
clusters described in the text. Data for the following populations were taken from the literature: Basque, Cambodian兾Laotian, Chinese, Hunza, Japanese, Middle
Eastern, and Taiwanese from ref. 8; Czech兾Slovak, Greek, Macedonian, Turkish, and Ukrainian from ref. 17. Uzbek* and Tatar* include all Uzbek and Tatar
populations shown in Table 1.

Wells et al.

much younger, with an inferred age of ⬇15,000 years. It must be
noted that these age estimates are dependent on many, possibly
invalid, assumptions about mutational processes and population
structure. Nonetheless, they constitute a basis for comparison to
other data.
Discussion
The high haplotype diversity values in the settled Central Asian
populations may reflect a bias in the selection of markers that
were informative in these populations. Although this bias cannot
be ruled out, most of the markers examined here are located
relatively deep within the NRY evolutionary tree (8), and thus
there is no a priori reason to expect a bias toward Central Asia.
In addition, Y chromosome microsatellites indicate that Central
Asian (Pakistani) populations are the most diverse in Eurasia
(19). The consistency of the biallelic and microsatellite results
suggests that Central Asian populations are among the oldest on
the continent. This pattern of high diversity is consistent with an
early settlement of Central Asia by anatomically modern humans, perhaps 40,000–50,000 years ago (see below), followed by
subsequent migrations into Europe, America, and India, dispersing M45-, M173-, and M17-derived lineages.
The evolutionary relationship among NRY haplotypes can be
used to infer details of past migrations (6). One intriguing
feature of the Eurasian haplotype distribution is that M45, the
ancestor of haplotypes M173 [the major European haplotype
PNAS 兩 August 28, 2001 兩 vol. 98 兩 no. 18 兩 10247
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M17, and includes Eastern European (Macedonia, Russian, and
Ukrainian) and Central Asian (Kyrgyz, Tajik兾Khojant, and
Ishkashim) populations. Cluster VI includes the Sinte Romani
(Gypsies), Hunza (a northern Pakistani population speaking a
divergent language, Burushaski), and Bartangi (Pamir region)
populations. Cluster VII includes the Indian populations (Kallar,
Sourashtran, and Yadhava), as well as those Central Asian
populations closest to them geographically (Tajik兾Dushanbe,
Shugnan, Tajik兾Samarkand, and Arab兾Bukhara). Finally, cluster VIII includes the settled populations of Central Asia
(Uzbeks, Uighurs, Tatars, and Karakalpaks). The populations in
the eighth cluster also show the highest haplotype diversity; their
close proximity to the center of the tree is consistent with
this, because they share haplotypes in common with all other
populations.
The analysis of microsatellite diversity on haplotypes defined
by biallelic polymorphisms has been widely applied as a method
to assess the age of the haplotypes (5, 18). The ages of haplotypes
M122 and M172 have been given elsewhere (16, 17), and we have
therefore focused on the ages of three other important haplotypes in Central Asia: M45, M173, and M17. M45 is an ancient
lineage, estimated to date from 40,000 years ago; surprisingly, for
such an old marker, it is almost entirely confined to Central Asia.
M173, a descendant lineage of M45, has an estimated age of
30,000 years, a value consistent with the age obtained by Semino
et al. (17). Finally, M17, a descendant of M173, is apparently

(17)] and M3 [the major Native American haplotype (10, 20)], is
found at polymorphic frequencies mainly in Central Asia. This
finding, as well as geography, strongly suggests that the source of
both of these migrations was an ancient Central Asian population, consistent with the results of previous studies (21, 22). It is
notable that the inferred age of M45 (⬇40,000 years) coincides
reasonably with the first appearance of anatomically modern
humans and their toolkits in southern Siberia (23, 24), during a
period that saw the desertification of southern Central Asia and
the disappearance of human remains from the southern Central
Asian lowlands (25, 26). There may have been a general movement from southern to northern Central Asia during this period,
with human populations following migrating herds of large
ungulates into the steppe zone. This initial migration may have
facilitated subsequent movements to the East and West. The
M173 haplotype is thought to delineate the earliest expansion
into Europe, during the Upper Paleolithic ⬇30,000 years ago
(17). It is likely that M173 arose initially in Central Asia, and that
M173-carrying subpopulations migrated westward into Europe
soon thereafter. The extremely high frequency of this haplotype
in Western Europe is probably the result of drift, consistent with
an inferred population bottleneck during the Last Glacial Maximum (4, 17).
The American descendant of M45, defined by the marker M3,
may be as little as 2,000 years old (10); this finding, as well as the
fact that it is not found in Central Asia or Siberia, suggests that
the expansion of this haplotype occurred entirely within the
Americas. An assessment of the upper limit to the date of entry
of humans into the Americas therefore awaits the identification
of further markers on the M45 lineage that are ancestral to M3
and are found in both Central Asia and America. What seems
clear, though, is that an ancient M45-containing population
living in Central Asia was the source of much modern European
and Native American Y-chromosome diversity.
The current distribution of the M17 haplotype is likely to
represent traces of an ancient population migration originating
in southern Russia兾Ukraine, where M17 is found at high frequency (⬎50%). It is possible that the domestication of the horse
in this region around 3,000 B.C. may have driven the migration
(27). The distribution and age of M17 in Europe (17) and
Central兾Southern Asia is consistent with the inferred movements of these people, who left a clear pattern of archaeological
remains known as the Kurgan culture, and are thought to have
spoken an early Indo-European language (27, 28, 29). The
decrease in frequency eastward across Siberia to the Altai-Sayan
mountains (represented by the Tuvinian population) and Mongolia, and southward into India, overlaps exactly with the
inferred migrations of the Indo-Iranians during the period 3,000
to 1,000 B.C. (27). It is worth noting that the Indo-Europeanspeaking Sourashtrans, a population from Tamil Nadu in southern India, have a much higher frequency of M17 than their
Dravidian-speaking neighbors, the Yadhavas and Kallars (39%
vs. 13% and 4%, respectively), adding to the evidence that M17
is a diagnostic Indo-Iranian marker. The exceptionally high
frequencies of this marker in the Kyrgyz, Tajik兾Khojant, and
Ishkashim populations are likely to be due to drift, as these
populations are less diverse, and are characterized by relatively
small numbers of individuals living in isolated mountain valleys.
Intriguingly, the population of present-day Iran, speaking a
major Indo-European language (Farsi), appears to have had
little genetic influence from the M17-carrying Indo-Iranians. It
is possible that the pre-Indo-European population of Iran—
effectively an eastern extension of the great civilizations of
Mesopotamia—may have reached sufficient population densities to have swamped any genetic contribution from a small
number of immigrating Indo-Iranians. If so, this may have been
a case of language replacement through the ‘‘elite-dominance’’
model (29). Alternatively, an Indo-Iranian language may have
10248 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.171305098

been the lingua franca of the steppe nomads and the surrounding
settled populations, facilitating communication between the
two. Over time, this language could have become the predominant language in Persia, reinforced and standardized by rulers
such as Cyrus the Great and Darius in the mid-first millennium
B.C. Whichever model is correct, the Iranians sampled here
(from the western part of the country) appear to be more similar
genetically to Afro-Asiatic-speaking Middle Eastern populations
than they are to Central Asians or Indians. This finding contrasts
with a recent analysis of Eastern Iranian populations, which have
high frequencies of Y-chromosome haplogroup 3, defined by the
M17 analogue SRY-1532A (30). It is likely that the Dasht-e
Kavir and Dasht-e Lut deserts in the center of the country have
acted as significant barriers to gene flow.
The Turkish and Azeri populations are atypical among Altaic
speakers (Table 1) in having low frequencies of M130, M48,
M45, and M17 haplotypes. Rather, these two Turkic-speaking
groups seem to be closer to populations from the Middle East
and Caucasus, characterized by high frequencies of M96- and兾or
M89-related haplotypes. This finding is consistent with a model
in which the Turkic languages, originating in the Altai-Sayan
region of Central Asia and northwestern Mongolia (31), were
imposed on the Caucasian and Anatolian peoples with relatively
little genetic admixture—another possible example of elite dominance-driven linguistic replacement.
The Sinte Romani, or Gypsies, group with the Hunza and
Bartangi (from the Pamir region of Central Asia) populations in
our tree. This finding is primarily due to the M124 haplotype,
which is present at high frequency in all three populations. M124
is not found in Eastern Europe (17), where the Sinte Romani
lived before being resettled in Central Asia in the 1940s. It is,
however, common in Central and Southern Asia. Thus, the
Y-chromosome results provide clear genetic evidence of a link
between the Gypsies and their Asian kin.
Bodmer (32) suggested that the Celtic populations of Britain
trace their origins to an early settlement of the British Isles by
Paleolithic Europeans, rather than by a later migration associated with the spread of the Celtic culture from central Europe
in the first millennium B.C. (27). The results given here support
this view, with the British sample grouping closely with the
Basque—a presumed remnant of the pre-Neolithic European
population (33); both populations show similarly high frequencies of the M173 haplotype. The Orkney population is also
characterized by a high frequency of M17, which was not found
in our British sample. It is likely that the presence of M17 in the
Orcadians is due to admixture with Viking invaders in the ninth
and tenth centuries, as noted recently by Wilson et al. (33).
Altheide and Hammer (34) have suggested that haplotypes
defined by the presence of the YAP insertion originated in Asia
and spread back to Africa. One prediction of this model is that
the ancestral state of this lineage, which would be YAP(⫹) but
ancestral for both the eastern (M174C) and western (M96C)
sublineages (8), should be found in the Asian population(s)
where the insertion originally occurred. We do not find any such
ancestral chromosomes in our study. Although we cannot rule
out the possibility that an ancestral YAP(⫹) chromosome will be
found as more samples are analyzed, the current survey of
⬇2,000 men does not support an Asian origin for the YAP(⫹)
lineage, consistent with the results of Underhill et al. (6).
The sketch of Eurasian population movements outlined here
is, admittedly, based entirely on Y-chromosome evidence. The
actual history of these populations presumably has included the
migration of women, and thus the ‘‘genetic history’’ of Eurasia
awaits further study of mitochondrial DNA and autosomal
markers. In addition, the smaller population size of the Y
chromosome (one-fourth that of the autosomes), as well as the
possible confounding effects of sexual and兾or natural selection,
makes it imperative that additional markers are examined to
Wells et al.

provide a complement to the Y data. Despite these caveats, it is
clear from the pattern of Y-chromosome diversity that Central
Asia has played a critical role in human history.
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GENETICS

Note Added in Proof. A recently published analysis of craniofacial data
from Old and New World populations supports a common origin for
Upper Paleolithic Europeans and the earliest Native Americans (35).
The consistency of these craniometric results and the genetic results
described here may provide an explanation for the ‘‘unusual’’ morphological characteristics of many early Native American remains, such as
those from Kennewick, USA.
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